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ABSTRACT 

 
Insurance sector in India is one of the rising sectors of the economy for both profit 

gaining and employment generation. India’s rising consumer class, rising insurance 
awareness, increasing domestic savings and investments are among the most critical factors 
that have definitely driven the market diffusion of the insurance product among its consumer 
segments. It is about the some facts and factors, present as challenges in setting-up of 
insurance plans/schemes, calculation of premium of insurance policy for capturing market 
share among various companies. Global competition helps insurance industry to cover unused 
market and enhance the scope of business by innovative ideas for more and more profit 
generation. This study is based on the some research papers and observations of secondary 
market to identify the available present status, challenges and opportunities of insurance 
sector in context of India. This paper’s objectives are to investigate the Indian insurance 
industry and review current status, challenges and opportunities of Insurance sector in India. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
In Insurance Sector, Life Insurance Corporation emerged in 1956 as a first public 

insurance companies in India. The economic reforms started in the early 90s paved the way 
for the growth and opening up of the financial sector, which led to a continued period of 
economic growth. Indian insurance sector was liberalized in 2001. Liberalization has led to 
the entry of the largest insurance companies in the world, who have taken a planned view on 
India being one of the top priority developing markets for profit generation point of view. 
The Insurance industry in India has experienced transformational changes over the last 12 
years period of time. 
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Besides, fire and liability insurance are essential for corporations to protection 
infrastructure projects and investment risks. Private insurance systems accompaniment social 
security systems and add value by corresponding risk with price. 
The objectives of the insurance sector are to Spread life insurance and provide life insurance 
protection to the masses at reasonable cost. Some other objectives of insurance sector are as 
follows: 
 

1.   Mobilize peoples saving through insurance-linked savings schemes for future gain 
prospects. 

2.   Invest the funds to help the best possible interests of both the policyholders and the 
nation. 

3.   Conduct business with extreme economy, always keeping in mind that the money 
belongs to the policyholders. 

4.   Act as trustees of the policyholders and protect their separate and collective interests 
in very efficient ways. 

5.   Innovate and adept to meet the changing life insurance needs of all the community in 
the society. 

6.   Maintain possibility for involving all the people working in the corporation to ensure 
well-organized and polite service to the insured public. 

7.   Maintain suitable prospects of promotion amongst all agents and employees of the 
Corporation a sense of pride and job satisfaction through devoted service to attain the 
corporate objective. 

 
TABLE- 1. Number of Insurance Companies in India 

Type of Business 

Number of Public 

Sector 

Companies 

Number of Private 

Sector 

Companies 

Total 

Companies 

 

Life Insurance 01 23 24 

General Insurance 06 22 28 

Re Insurance 01 0 01 

Total 08 45 53 

 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
According to Ramesh Bhat (2005) “Insurance does influence the growth and 

development of an economy in several ways. The availability of insurance can mitigate the 
impacts of risk by providing products which help organizations and individuals to minimize 
the consequences of risk and has a positive effect on industry growth as entrepreneurs are 
able to cover their risks. In the absence of full range of insurance products and/or deficient 
products in terms of coverage and scope, the taking abilities would be hampered and chances 
are that the economic activities would turn out to be high risk activities. The implications of 
leaving various risks uncovered can be significant and the impact of losses can be devastating 
creating a huge burden on the governments. Therefore, a strong and competitive insurance 
industry is considered imperative for economic development and growth. However, the 
contribution of the insurance companies is also dependent on the fact they are able to pool 
risks effectively. Only then would it be possible to cover these risks at an affordable and 
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reasonable cost as the insurance provider will be able to spread the risks throughout the 
economy.” 
“Due to globalization, the number of entries of insurance companies is dramatically 
increasing and leading to hyper competition. The insurance companies are in stress to focus 
on the strategic issues. Some of the insurance companies are providing competitive presents 
of superfast services, easy documentation process, extra benefits for awarded customers, 
complete cover and EMI benefits. The companies should create a separate identity which 
may help the customer to be choosy enough and demand for better insurance companies 
which fulfills the requirement of the target audience.” By G. Vadivalagan& N. Suganthi, 
(July 2009). 
 
CURRENT STATUS OF INDIAN INSURANCE INDUSTRY 

 
Insurance in India mentions to the market for insurance in India which covers both the 

public and private sector organizations. It is registered in the Constitution of India on the in 
the Seventh Schedule meaning it can only be legislated by the central government. 

The insurance sector has gone through a number of stages by allowing private 
companies to ask insurance and also allowing foreign direct investment. India allowed private 
companies in insurance sector in 2000, setting a limit on FDIto 26%, which was increased to 
49% in 2014. Though, the largest life-insurance company in India, Life Insurance 
Corporation of India is still possessed by the government and carries a independent guarantee 
for all insurance policies issued by it. 

 
INDUSTRY STRUCTURE 

 
By 2012 Indian Insurance is a US$72 billion industry. Though, only two million 

people (0.2% of the total population of 1 billion) are covered under Mediclaim, whereas in 
developed nations like USA about 75% of the total population are enclosed under some 
insurance scheme. With more and more private companies in the sector, this condition is 
expected to change. ECGC, ESIC and AIC provide insurance services for niche markets. So, 
their scope is limited by legislation but enjoy some unusual powers. 
 
INSURANCE REPOSITORY 

 
On 16th September 2013, IRDA hurled 'Insurance Repository' services in India. It is a 

single concept and first to be introduced in India. This system permits policy holders to 
purchase and keep insurance policies in dematerialized or electronic form. Policy holders can 
hold all his insurance policies in an electronic format in a single account called electronic 
insurance account. Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority has issued licenses to 
five entities to act as Insurance Repository: 

NSDL Database Management Limited, Central Insurance Repository Limited (CIRL), 
SHCIL Projects Limited, Karvy Insurance repository Limited, CAMS Repository Services 
Limited 
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LEGAL STRUCTURE 

 
The insurance sector went over a full circle of phases from being free to completely 

regulated and then currently being partly deregulated. It is governed by a number of 
performances. 

The Insurance Act of 1938 was the first legislation governing all procedures of 
insurance to deliver severe state control over insurance business. Life insurance in India was 
totally nationalized on 19 January 1956, through the Life Insurance Corporation Act. All 245 
insurance companies working then in the country were compound into one entity, the Life 
Insurance Corporation of India. 

The General Insurance Business Act of 1972 was passed to nationalize about 100 
general insurance companies then and then merging them into four companies. All the 
companies were amalgamated into National Insurance, New India Assurance, Oriental 
Insurance and United India Insurance, which were headquartered in each of the four 
metropolitan cities. Till 1999, there were no private insurance companies in India. The 
government then introduced the Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority Act in 
1999, thereby de-regulating the insurance sector and permitting private companies. 
Furthermore, foreign investment was also permitted and covered at 26% holding in the Indian 
insurance companies. 

In 2006, the Actuaries Act was passed by parliament to give the profession 
constitutional status on par with Chartered Accountants, Notaries, Cost & Works 
Accountants, Advocates, Architects and Company Secretaries. A minimum capital of US$80 
million (Rs.400 Crore) is compulsory by legislation to set up an insurance business. 

 
AUTHORITIES 

 
The main regulator for insurance in India is the Insurance Regulatory and 

Development Authority (IRDA) which was established in 1999 under the government 
legislation called the Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority Act, 1999. 

The industry recognizes examinations conducted by IAI (for actuaries), III (for 
agents, brokers and third-party administrators) and IIISLA (for surveyors and loss assessors). 
TAC is the only data repository for the non-life industry. IBAI gives voice for brokers while 
GI Council and LI Council are platforms for insurers. AIGIEA, AIIEA, AIIEF, AILICEF, 
AILIEA, FLICOA, GIEAIA, GIEU and NFIFWI cater to the employees of the insurers. In 
addition, there are a dozen Ombudsman offices to address client grievances. 
 

OPPORTUNITIES 

 
i)   Destructive marketing strategies by private sector insurers willpurchase consumer 

consciousness of risk and expand the markets for products and forcibly helpful for 
capturing more market share. 

ii)   Competition in the insurance sector will create market forces to set- up premiums that 
are most suitable for contacts and push insurers to differentiate their products and 
services according to market demand. 

iii)   Definitely, probability of a spurt in employment opportunities will see in the society. 
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iv)   The decreasing interest rates, the scope for incoming related areas like banking and 
pensions in a bit for interaction and the promise of e-commerce are some of the 
opportunities knocking at the door of the insurance sector in the present market 
scenario. 

v)   Given the huge potential the Indian insurance market, it is expected that there will be 
enough business for all the industry entrants.  

 

CHALLENGES 

 

i)   Generally it is found that awareness against existing policy and the usage of policy is 
very low. 

ii)   Premium rates of all insurance products will stay under pressure due to extreme 
competition on the more profitable lines in the market. 

iii)   Public and private sector insurer’s greater dependence on their all investment 
portfolios to generate sufficient income and gains for net profits would subject them 
to the instability of the financial markets in the present era. 

iv)  As far as the potential are concerned, the utmost challenge is that of setting up 
infrastructure for reaching many areas as much as possible. 

v)   The biggest test for public sector giant in the market, the Life Insurance Corporation 
is one of the supporting the huge growths it has shown in the recent times. 

vi)   Liberalization in the insurance sector, public sector insurance companies are expected 
to maintain their leading positions, at least in the predictable future. 

vii)   Sometimes Insured Involved in fraudulent practices for getting profit from the 
insurance companies. 

 
REMEDIAL MEASURES 

 

1.   Innovative approaches and new technology is required for an Insurance Product time 
to time in present era. 

2.   Communicating value addition which company possesses helps in maintaining brand 
image of the company. 

3.   Creation of effective advertisement for capturing more market share. 
4.   Distribution Channels, like insurance agents should be improved. 
5.   All the rules and regulations should be transparent as much as possible. 
6.   Customer relationship management helps in retaining customer for long time. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
From above discussion it is obvious that life insurance expanded extremely from 2000 

onwards in terms of new business policies and premium business. The major drivers include 
sound economic fundamentals, a rising middle-income class, an improving regulatory frame-
work, and rising risk awareness play a vital role in this area. The important regulatory 
changes in the insurance sector since 1999 were significant for future growth getting. Private 
life insurers used the new business channels of marketing to a great extent when compared 
with the LIC for stability in the market. By protecting firms and citizens against adverse 
events, the insurance sector provides a safety net that allows policyholders to restart their 
activities whatever the difficulties they have to face with in their uncertain life. Thus we can 
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say that the role of insurance towards economic growth and development and tackling against 
uncertainty is totally incredible.  
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